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1. Introduction

The basic intention for the development of the Internet has
been the simple and inexpensive interconnection of nodes to
provide services like file download or e-mail. However, due to
its huge growth and popularity, the classical protocols – which
still constitute the basis of today’s Internet – have reached
their limits of scalability and functionality. Lots of research has
been performed in order to overcome these restrictions. On our
poster, we would like to give a survey of the challenges on Net-
work, Transport, Session and Application Layer, as well as an
outline of solutions which will constitute – from the current per-
spective in 2007 and with regard to the standardization progress
of the IETF – the basis of the Internet in 2022.

2. Network Layer Challenges

On the Network Layer, a too small IPv4 address space as
well as its inefficient partitioning lead to overly long routing ta-
bles and expensive routing. IPv6 [2] has been designed to over-
come these limitations. A particular feature of IPv6 is that each
endpoint possesses multiple addresses (possibly with different
scopes). Furthermore, the existing IPv4 infrastructure will still
have a long lifetime – and each endpoint will also have an IPv4
address unless (almost) every host has been made IPv6-capable.
That is, future hosts will be multi-homed, i.e. reachable un-
der different addresses and even Network Layer protocols. This
property – and its utilization for a better service – becomes a
challenge for the Transport Layer (see section 3).

A particularly important IPv6 feature is to easily allow for
site-renumbering by its auto-configuration. A site renumber-
ing means to change the prefix (i.e. the network address). Un-
like IPv4 – where assigned network addresses are transferred
on provider changes, leading to large backbone routing tables –
this also puts challenges on the Transport Layer.

Recent advances on the Network Layer are not restricted to
the routed protocols, also the routing procedure itself is im-
proved. While the foundation of the Internet has been state-
less packet forwarding due to scarce resources, future gener-
ations of routers will be powerful enough to perform flow rout-
ing [1]. Having a state for each routed flow, applying Quality of
Service (QoS) [3] mechanisms gets easy. A novel approach for
a simple QoS mechanism has been proposed by us in [7, 11]:
instead of setting up reservations by complex QoS signalling
procedures, we simply remember a small set of flow identities.
These remembered flows will be in the focus of packet discard
on network overload. All other flows should not suffer from
packet loss.
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Figure 1. Multi-Homing with SCTP

3. Transport Layer Challenges

Using TCP for the transport of upper-layer data, a connec-
tion between two endpoints – given by a selected pair of Net-
work Layer addresses – is established. Upon change of one of
the addresses (e.g. due to a site renumbering), the connection
is broken. Furthermore, if the endpoints are interconnected by
two distinct networks, the connection only uses a single net-
work for the transport (given by the address pair). If this net-
work fails, the connection is also broken.

In order to overcome this challenge, the SCTP (Stream Con-
trol Transmission Protocol) [15,16] – a connection-oriented and
reliable Transport Layer protocol – has been designed and is
now supported by all major operating systems. Its most impor-
tant feature is multi-homing (as illustrated in figure 1): as long
as there is at least one possible path between two endpoints, a
connection stays usable. Furthermore, SCTP allows for address
changes (Add-IP) [17]. In particular, applying Add-IP on a con-
nection even allows for its establishment in an IPv4-only net-
work, later adding IPv6 addresses during transition to IPv6 and
finally removing the obsolete IPv4 addresses – without break-
ing the association or even bothering the upper layers! The main
application of Add-IP is to add or remove additional links for
redundancy reasons and to support endpoint mobility for long-
lasting transport connections.

Furthermore, SCTP provides the preservation of message
frames and multi-streaming. The multi-streaming feature al-
lows for multiplexing different data flows over a single trans-
port association, which is in particular useful for the transport of
VoIP/multimedia trunk data. Furthermore, it is possible to turn
off packet retransmission on a per-message basis (PR-SCTP op-
tion). However, unlike UDP, there is always congestion control
for the transport association. Secure-SCTP (S-SCTP) [14,18], a
further optional extension which has been developed by us, pro-
vides per-message encryption and authentication.



Figure 2. Our RSerPool Prototype Demo

4. Session Layer Challenges

While SCTP already addresses network path redundancy, a
service is also broken if the server itself fails. Due to an in-
creasing amount of critical services, it has been necessary to
design an unified and application-independent approach to pro-
vide server pool management, session handling and the sup-
port of a session failover between servers. This approach by the
IETF – Reliable Server Pooling (RSerPool) – in particular de-
fines the IETF’s first Session Layer protocol [6].

Server redundancy leads to load distribution and load bal-
ancing, which are also covered by RSerPool [10, 13]. But in
strong contrast to already available solutions in the area of
GRID and high-performance computing, the fundamental prop-
erty of RSerPool is to be “lightweight”, i.e. it must be usable on
devices providing only scarce memory and CPU resources (e.g.
embedded systems like telecommunications equipment). This
property restricts the scope of RSerPool to the management of
pools and sessions only, but on the other hand supports a very
efficient realization [9]. Any further functionalities are consid-
ered to be application-specific and may be provided by upper
layers. In particular, the application may use arbitrary failover
procedures. However, due to its simplicity, RSerPool provides
client-based state sharing [4] for failover handling: a PE may
send its current session state to the PU in form of a state cookie.
The PU stores the latest state cookie and provides it to a new
PE upon failover. Then, the new PE simply restores the state
described by the cookie. Cryptographic methods can ensure the
integrity, authenticity and confidentiality of the state informa-
tion.

5. Application Layer Challenges

Based on RSerPool, it is possible to provide a critical service
by using unreliable components. This means that a server pool
can consist of inexpensive, off-the-shelf PC components. De-
signing applications directly with server redundancy by RSer-
Pool in mind, this may lead to a significantly improved cost-
benefit ratio of services. In the extreme case, a service could
(mainly) be provided by currently idle PCs – which have to
leave the pool immediately if required otherwise. During our
poster presentation, we will illustratively demonstrate this con-
cept – as well as the multi-homing features of SCTP – by a
demo presentation of our Open Source RSerPool reference im-
plementation RSPLIB [5, 12]! A screenshot of our demo sys-
tem [8] is depicted in figure 2.
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